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Automation != Orchestration
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Automation

START

EINDE

PLAN

DO

CHECK

ACT

Orchestration



2 years and counting…
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1972 workflows ran in the past 2 years
3188 subscriptions in the database; nodes, corelinks, prefixes, services
3500 background workflows per day verifying the network
82 supported workflows
100 products available in the orchestrator
2017 active SURFnet 7 customer services
209 active SURFnet 8 customer services



Key take-aways

Orchestration is the heart of SURFnet 8 service delivery

The SURFnet network A&O platform is used for all customer services 
on SURFnet 7 & 8

Orchestration can only be achieved by cleaning up your database and
maintaining data integrity
Provisioning through programmable workflows
Orchestration requires new internal processes
Orchestration allows multi-resource provisioning

No CLI provisioning for SURFnet 8
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Why?



Why?
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Short term

Long Term

Gaining insight into processes

Cleaning up our service administration

Single point of truth for service delivery

More flexible service types

Easy service life-cycle management

Composed services

Self-service

Faster service delivery (?!)



Why?
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Start of customer migration

End of customer migration

4 minutes



How?
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How does the process work?
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Customer has a request

Ticket to NOC engineer

Automation workflow that will be used by the NOC engineer.

All other provisioning will be done by the orchestrator:

IPAM

Inventory

CRM

NSO

Customer Dashboard and API

Statistics

Customer receives an email confirming the service



How does the orchestrator work?
Home grown application

Python and Postgres

Workflows for products that create
subscriptions

Well defined domain products

Well defined domain objects
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How do products work?
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How does a domain object work?
Object manipulation example.
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How does a workflow work?

Describes business logic and simple actions that influence the lifecycle
of a customers subscription to a product.
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How does the Orchestrator work with NSO?
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Orchestration layer

REST

NETCONF

YANG service 
model Python logic XML service 

template

NSO

Service Domain



How does a subscription (start) work(ing)?
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Resulting in
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How do we make sure it stays like this?

3500 jobs run every day to verify the correct administration of 
services

Modifications are not allowed on subscriptions when they are ”out of 
sync”

Only one workflow allowed at a time per subscription
Shared responsibility between SURFnet and NOC to change the way 
we work.
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What do you need?



What do you need?

Well defined interfaces between systems

OpenApi specification

REST

JSON

Well defined service definitions

YANG

Well defined product portfolio

Simplified portfolio for SURFnet8
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What do you need?

Many iterations

1 workflow used to take 1 to 2 months to perfect

Now we can create 1 new product and all its workflows in 4 to 5 weeks

Perserverance

Change in the way people think

Change in the way people work

Investment

10 FTE full-time directly involved

On critical path of SURFnet8 migration

Faith in the process
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The Future



Short term - FWaaS integration
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Road map

Self healing subscriptions

Opensourcing being seriously investigated

License

Governance model

Campus integration

NSI integration

SURFsara HPC cloud integration

Cloud Service provider integration
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QUESTIONS?
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Peter Boers

E-mail: peter.boers@surfnet.nl

www.surf.nl

Social media: linkedin.com/in/boerspeter

Driving innovation together


